SOFTWARE QA ANALYST
Let’s start with why.
This is how we work at Profound Impact. Start with why, focus on things that matter. Get
stuff done while taking ownership of success and maintaining a high level of creativity
and technical expertise.
Our purpose to create a profound impact extends into society as we engage our team
with learning opportunities, social impact practices, and professional development to
fuel collaborative innovation and trust. We work as one in a flexible work environment
that gives you the autonomy to work at your best. We support our team with programs
to match donations, provide volunteer time off, develop new skills, and commit to
sustainability. Your values contribute to Profound Impact’s direction creating inclusivity
and belonging in all that we do.
Help us connect great people to do great things at Profound Impact!

Job Location: Waterloo/Guelph/Oakville/Mississauga/Toronto regions, Ontario, CA.
Role Description:

Profound Impact is looking for a passionate Software QA Analyst to join our growing
development team. Our product is a balanced combination of AWS Serverless
architecture with Graph technologies. The ideal candidate is a fast learner with
familiarity with both black/white box testing and also unit tests, stress testing or other
testing methods. He or she is someone who is always looking to break things!.
You’ll work closely with the Technical Program Manager and other developers in an
Agile environment to complete bi-weekly sprint tasks.

www.profoundimpact.com

Responsibilities:
• Design and implement testing plans for new code and enhancements to existing
•
•
•
•
•
•

code
Develop manual & automated test cases
Develop processes for scalable testing models and methods
Integration testing
Manage development tickets in the defect tracking system (JIRA)
Communicate quantitative and qualitative findings from test results to the
development team
Spot areas for improvement to enhance the platform’s efficiency

Desired Skills and Competencies:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bachelor or studying in Computer Science, Mathematics or Engineering is
preferred
Keen attention to detail
Strong analytical and problem-solving skills
Excellent verbal and written communication skills
Creative and innovative thinker
Diligent and meticulous
Familiarity or willingness to learn Version control and Agile Methodology with biweekly sprint delivery.

About Profound Impact:

Profound Impact is a woman owned Canadian company. We have developed a nextgeneration social engagement and interaction platform for use by universities and their
alumni and faculty members to discover, measure and demonstrate the impact that the
institution and its community have had and continues to have on the world. This
transformational digital community differentiates itself in that it is specifically designed
for a well-defined user base and offers a rich set of visualization and relationship
exploration tools. Learn more about us at www.profoundimpact.com.
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